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It was a dr�am--a dream. tha� I could
.

attend �ore N.A. meetings.(Y 
But havi,,ng a family to care for it and being 45 miles from Atlanta. 
Ijust couldn't seem to get to Atlanta and Marietta to N.A. meetings 

that I needed so much. 
So I counted the possible members we could expect ·to have to 

start a N.A. meeting in Canton. 
We did just that July, 2, 1979 with 4 addicts attending. I was 

hurting so bad as I only.had J months sobriety. We have had 
anywhere from 2-9 addicts at our meetings. 

It's amazing as I think back of the topics we discussed. At 
first it was the compulsion to use, the anxiety attacks, the personal 
problems we encountered, but somehow along the way we have grown 

to our topics which consist mostly of the Higher Power's working 
at the meetings that carry us through the week without using.· We 
invite you to join us,soon on Tuesday night and receive�the power 

we share with each other. 
Our strongest belief i� in the Holy Spirit. Come--visit us 

soon. 

rlow, because my drugs got completely out of control, my life got com
pletely out of control. I can honestly state my life is powerless and 
un!"langeable. 

'/hat power or manageability I have now is due to reliance in God. 
I had t6 adnit that I had physical disorders as the result of drug 

aouse1 I h2.d to admit that my drug abuse is synptom of grave emotional 
and �ental disorders: I had to admit �y gra,,e emotional and mental disorders 
are the direct result of separation from God; and I�d to admit God could 
rto for me what I could not �o for myself. All this admitting bein� s lone 
process of letting go a�d letting God heal my s9iritual disease wt'.81 was 
the result of selfreliance and the lack of Godreliance. 
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\'le had.no trouble admitting that � a power greatJer 
than oursel'7es,. tha � brough about our insanity .• It logically 
iJJollows; that there might be a power greather tnan our 
selves: that might be a�le to tfio the opposite. 

seeing God in th� reautiful paeople 
�

ound you,tne 
rac·t that they were created by misha · s absurd. The 
qualities tha-c are good in them have o be i,, the cr0.e.tor. 
rn fact the creator is in them and in you too. And if 
he created you then he can repair you and restore you 
to sanity. 

','✓hen I oamein I was'nt ready to acknovrJ.edge or trust 
a God, I had to have something tha� I could see. I 
found this in the Program. l;� , 
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The second stei) is in all lfeeihood the second most 
important •!;l&st-. tha� has to happen for 
us to acheive any sort of ongomgnreca�ary from our 
disease. The ls -c step ·well taken leaves us at a place 
where we need to come to believe in something that 
can help biS \71 "th our lack of power and sense of hope
lessness • .Eel�ef t:ecomes the most important thing for 
us to work on. We have im all probability some type 
of belief and unless we examine it some and seek to 
improve it to 1·;here it fits the facts better• it may 

prove to be insufficient-to give us recovery. 
Certainly mu "relief gid'nt do too much to help us· 
with our active addic,;ion. in the past, If we want 
!heJba teti.;er eesul ts. we snoUld look for what• s been. 
working and what has fililed us , seperate them and 
discard that which doesnot work. Our belief kl.as usually 
come to us at an early age from members- of a :family that 
has at least one member who has a disease with <.lefintte 
traits of family ilL.vies� We may or may not have a 
workable iae a of God
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Just take a look around with an open mind and you will 

see a positive power all around N.A. Call it l ove, call it harmony 0 

call it �ace, call it cleanness and soberness, call it good or .call 

it God. 
,. 
It- doesn't matter now what you call it. hi,c,:her Do':rer rre use � J. 

in I,:a:ccotics J..no�1::/:'.iotts is a lot like this. \'i e bfugin by sii11ply 

::i<l""·i J-+i :,r, -'-o c .. 111. ... \J v_ ..... '-) V• 

\'le o.is cover ti1a+ ·--.·o-·;cq� i · 1 o--r 1 1· v .. · · ,.. · · .... 1., . �- __ ! \.,l ··- es :i:ro!'r. ·c;:e very .:.,eginnii·,g 

\ oI our lives in• the rrr·ogra. ... :1. f::2.,."1.y fortw.1ate things v1ill occur 

but there are no :ru:£. 
acciden"�s. 

Most oI us did• nt have too rnnch trouble ,...e-" 

ad.mi tting that our Leh�vior reflected a certain ai1:mount 
of irrational r-h'. 

- •, I 

l!tV 
-HaYing taken s tep on._ywe . admitted that we are power-

less.. and that our.lives ha&.: cecome unmanageable. 
Restoration to S8nity mfuuld ce an improvement to our 
life style. ..c;, tlurough the· step�; I-�lized that only 
a· power greater than myse]f could' rest<:>re· me· ·to sanity. -I spent, 

six weeks in manta]. institutions: and· even nOWJ I realize-t�t_ �
own e;ff Q;rt,s�are not erio�h to hang onto · re �li ty. r· 
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All the time you've been 

has been controlled by drugs, 

an addict, your will, your life itsel� 

Your choices have always been deter-/ 

mined by drugs. You 1 ve had to be whero you could get them, You've\ 

had to be nice to whoever had them. You had to have the money to 

obtain them: in the case of the illegal drugs--quite a lot of money. 

Then, when you get your drugs and the search is over for a few hours 

or a few pays you ent, drink, inhale or inject your drug, Then your 

mind, you)' body, your soul--your total being is dominated by that 

drug: For a while, it may be pleasurable, at least in the the early 

stages of addiction but ultimately, the effect begins to wear off 

and the drug begins 
i 

about dr�s is that 

to show its other side. One of the strange facts 

the higher they get us when they come one, th� 

lower they bring us when we're coming down. When our nerves begin 

jangling like a fire alarm, we have two choices. We can live through 

a period of discomfort or we can take more drugs. For an addict, 

at acme point in their career, there is no longer a choice. We get 

moro drugs. Can you see that whether you eteul these drugs or buy 

them you are being controlled by them? Whether you are under the 
• •Cf.· 

influence'of drugs, trying to find drugs or leaving town because of 
'S 

something you did in your effort to stay loaded, 7our actions, your 

will and your very life are being directly controlled by drugs? 

I guess I fina�ly surrendered to the Higher Power over five years 
�fter I st�pped us�ng. It happened while I was working as a therapist 1n the addictio� field, and had continuing contact with and exposure to �he fellowship of AA. This was the only place I saw the 12 Steps in action, and although my addiction had not been to alcohol, I learned to �allow the steps and practice the principles through AA. r truly believe that God was guiding me to the establishment of a contact with the World Service ·center in. Sun Valley, with the intention of trying to start an NA group in my area. The interesting thing about this whole 

�rocess f�r me was �hat� was mouthing all the right words for all this �ime, trying to believe it was working for me, when all I had to do was look at the directi_on my life was going and I could � that it was work i.ng. - -
h -� 

· / I have oegun to see� oriiy re�ently ow much my H J..gner .t'ower· hasto off, . to . s b · • · 
clean living are. only tha be i . , 

. er . �o o ri�ty � 
��� �i!t of life iwthout fear,

g an�s!���iv new, life.. I am being given 



So, we have this disease: Progressive, incurable, terminal. 

And the most amazing single fact about the disease is that we went 

out and bought it on the time plant That is insane. Think about 

t,hat. You, I, everyone you meet in N.A., the junkie snatching purses 

on the street, the sweet ladies hitting two or three different doc-

tors for their perfectly legal prescriptions. All of us have this 

one thinr in common--�e buy the disea9e thnt kills us and, one way 
. t 

or another, we usual1y pay for it with blood, sweat and tears and 

we continue to pay for it a balloon at n time or a few pills at a 

time or a bottle at a time until the day we die. That is at least 

part of the insanity of drug addiction. The price may seem worse 

for the junkie girl who prostitutes herself for her fix than it is 

for the wealthy woman �ho merely lies to her doctor but ultimately, 

both pay with their . lives. Ask yourself this question: Do·I ba-

liove that it would be insane to walk up to someone and say "W<;>uld 

you·please sell me my own death--on the time plan?" Or-- 11May I 

please have a heart attack or a fatal accident?" If you can agree 
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In .tia.rootics 1\.nonj·,11oue, we who ur� addicts, have fowi<l 
way to reHlize the ubove spiritual 4ual1ties. �e Jmow wo 

re not _perfect bl:lt we oun make progres� a· dny at � time 0 
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Staying clean in prison was a challenge for me and 

so this is what made it possible. I_ have a history with druds 

and because of it I made a successful trip in to my mind to 

find out why I went to drugs the drug game I did. 



Second--it 1 s progressive. Over the long run, if we continue 

to1 use, we always get worse--never better. 

Third--it1s terminal. That means that if we continue to use, 

we die �rom it--one way or another. The autopsies will list acci

dental or intentional overdoses as drug related deaths. But think 

about it for a moment. If a wealthy lady gets one too many martinis 

on top of.her doctor-prescribed tranquilizer and falls asleep at the 

wheel and kills herself or someone else, the statistics will call 

that death and automobile accident. But the truth is that drug 

abuse caused that death.· If a junkie becomes depressed because of 

the tremendous burden of futility a junkie carries and hangs him

self, the statistics will blame his death on a pie9e of rope. But 

heroin took him to the rope and kicked the chair away. And again, 

if a person really gets involved with one drug or another, to the 

point where he or she forgets to eat or is unable to eat for any 

length of time, that person becomes malnourished. That means, 

Page-4.--

ffost rddicts have strong feelings about 

their higher power a:i:1d vigorously defend their right to 

their oun u.:.."1dersta;."1din.g � 'l'his is fine 2nd well but make sure 

you'v e at least though·� it over privately ai'ld perhaps talked 

about it '.7i th some trusted :friend: Yom:- power can be the group 

itself. It ca.n ba:d.r:ad±±ia.�.n:c follorr a religious tradition� 
11''he o·.n 1 y ·c· '11i· Y1Z ··, e ··, .1. 1,,.r. 

' • • 1 u. ,.,__, ; 1 8-ih {i;-.. cmp11asi ze is t lat you should feel 

f:t2.ter12nt ·fr,at it ca1�P.s �•l·,n,1-:: vou. 
. I�t"butrna-a · 1i ttle but service· to other addicts in its place. 

I gradually began to find some order in the universe, and accepted that "somebody" 
was supplying me with a conscience I had never had before, and was somehow giving 
me the power t� overcome the compulsion to use. It sure as hell wasn't me. I wanted 
to get high so ba�g_i.t_wa.s_ ridiculous, but knew that I could be of no use to anyone 
else if I did. 
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So, we have this disease: Progressive, incurable, terminal. 

And the most amazing single fact about the disease is that we went 

out and bought it on the time plan! Thut is insane. Think about 

that. Yoh, I, everyone you meet in N.A .. , the junkie snatching purses .,, 
on the street, the sweet ladies hitting two or three different doc

tors for thoir porfoctly · legal proscriptions. A11 of us have this 

one thine !n common--�� buy tt1e dls0n3e thDt kill3 us and, onu way 

or anotb�, we usua]1y pay for it with blood, sweat and tears and 

we continue to pay for it a balloon at a time or a few pills.at a 

time or a bottle at a time until the day we die. That is at least 

part of the insanity of drug addiction. The price may seem worse 

for the junkie girl who prostitutes herself for her fix than it is 

for the wealthy woman who me�ely lies to her doctor but ultimately, 

both pay with their lives. Ask yourself this question: Do I be-

lieve that, it would be insane to walk up to someone and aay "Would 

you· please sell me my own death--on the time plan? 11 Or-- 11 May I 

please have a heart attack or a fatal accident?" If you can agree 

that this would be an insane tt1ing comparable to giving yuurself an 

lnjecti�� of deadly poison, only slower, you should have no trouble 

with the Second Step. 
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start growing from it. So they ripped your ego apart in J 
sentences, and then they try to put it back together again. Ya:. 
know, for somebody just corning in off the street. 

Yeah, I just remembered the powerlessness that I felt using 
drugs. As it says, it was always calling rne,to a bar, to a party, 
to walk down the street, gotta get loaded. Before you go to get 

loaded, ya gotta get loaded. I never felt like a human being, I 

never felt like I was able to make a mistake, To be 0.K. with 

myself. 'rhat (last) sentence tells me that it's 0.K. I got a chance 
to become a human being, to start all over again. 

I always wanted to get high, and when I got high, I'd.get 
into trouble, and things just kept getting worse, the situation 
at home, and the job were getting worse. I still had this 
obsession to get high, even though I knew this was what was causing 
the problems. That's when I knew I was a goner, there was no 
stopping myself. So that's when my bankruptcy was complete, I 
didn't want to go on living, I had a death wish, and it scared the 
hell out of me. 

We couldn't even take care of ourselves, drugs grabbed us so 
hard. I couldn't even get a driver's licence, making $120.00 a 

week, couldn't even give my parents 15 bucks for rent, drugs took 
it all, the stealing and all that. I couldn't even take care of 

myself, I had pants with holes in it. Clothes that were 6 years, 
I looked like a real mess, like a kid who didn't have any parents. 
That•s where I was at, drugs possessed me, abused me, I worshipped 

drugs, drugs were my parents, it led me into a hospital with a 
straight-jacket, where about 15 people have to take care of ya. 

That's where I wound up. It totally anesthestized my feelings 
to the point when I just didn't, I couldn't feel it anymore, and 
that's where drugs took me, I had no values whatsoever left, And 
that to me was utter bankruptcy. 

I was sober for sometime before I started working the steps, 
and the 1st, I remember going thru a lot of crap, like the cops, 
I was ripping off the houses, sober, dry, whatever. After I hit 
my knees hard, it really helped me, I got a lot of spirituality, 
and that's when I knew it was going nowhere fast, end up in jail, 
sober I found out, I had this thing, for me, it wasn't for me, 

lI guess. 



The real chan.ge is. not so mucg. in thi:ngs but in 

- attitude �'tie 2.::ldicts have al1:1ays to remember that the ··::orld vre 

1.ive i n  is oriJ..y a reflecti�n of ,_,,hat TTe are ni thin.Much of the 

progr&11 ll :x.:. c"t sttoj l·C� 

h emphasizes thfus fact . After the co::ipulsion. begins to die 

. caclc . ai1.d ·,1e 've aL!.Kr::n acli-nitted that our lives haJm are 1.iJ.nmmage

able, we ouzht to have a closer look at the \1ay Jche winners 

in the program win� Do they e::d1i bit great po\"Ters o:f sa..-n ty 

and are they all perfect role models1 Isn' t it closer to the 

truth to say that they don' t seem too p:eeoccupied vrith 

themselves , seem to have a good attitude on  li:feand 1'7hila their 

stories convince us that they are _addicts they seem to have 

lost that haw1ted look� Do they act under their o•;m powerJ 

or do ·they gi Ve you the feeling that they have a secret confide�'lce 

. � �- -

h c_ ·.;-e t2.:_:C::i:1 -�he ·G eco>.d �:"cq").  tcL.c.Z is tLe �-:cr:;in:nL1:; , Step 

our short canings ,  

stop at this 

po int ,:.:."l.d go over: our thir.ging in this a.,-...d <l::1::1: rESpE:c::i:"'-¥ 

re;spe ct� 1:fe rJhould not tal-:e the chal1.ce that our ui1d-erst&�ding 

of a po7ier greater ti:.an ourselves is sufficient at this point , 

'Ne will y;q1t to be: very through about this and :nake sure v:e 

e;et the ma:d.mum be:n.el'i t .  Uany of  our people have had to turn 

their tacks on mry sort of higher power becau:::;e they have Iel t 

that they had violated some law or principle tha�c made it 

impossible for ther.1 ·to achieve this v.::i 1 11;:ihl r.. 

I 
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tha t thill would be on i nsun� thing corupnruble  to  giving yoursolf an 

injection of deadly poison ,  only s lower ,  you should have no trouble 

with the Second Step.  

You can see that N .A .  works, because you see the people it  

works for. You have admitted and accepted that you need help. That . - i 

brings us to the Third Step. 

All the time you ' ve been an addict, yuur will, your life itself 

has been controlled by drugs , Your choices have always been deter

mined by drugs . You ' ve had to be where you could get them • .  You've 

had to be nice to whoever had them. You had to have the money to  

obtain them: in the case of the illegal druga--quite a lot of money. 

Then, when you get your drugs and the search is over for a few hours 

or a few days you eat ,  drink, inhale or inject your drug. Then your 

,mind, your body, your aoul--your total being is dominated by that 

drug: For a while, it may be pleasura9le, at least in the the early 

stages of addiction but ultimately, the effect begins to wear off 

and the .drug begins to show its other side. One of thQ strange facts 

about drugs is  that the higher they get us when they come one; · t�� 

lower, . they bring us when we ' re coming down. When our nerves begtn 

jangling like a fire alarm, we have two choices. We can live through 

a period of discomfort or we can take more drug s .  For an addict, 

at some point in their career, there is no longer a choice. Wo get 

more drugs. can you see _ that whether you steal these drugs or �uy 

them you are being controlled by them7 Whether you are under t.he 

influence' of drugs, trying to find drugs or leaving town becauf1e of 

something you did in your effort to stay loaded, wour actiona, your 

will and your very life are being directly controlled by drugs? 
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11 We came to  believe that a po�er greater than ourselves 

could restore us to sanity. 11 

Ir you can accept the fact that a large number of drug dopen

dent people were. l ike yourself. unable to control their own l ives 

and that they have. through Narcotics Anonymous. found a way to live 

safe and sober, you have only to believe what you see and experience 

to complete Step 2 .  

N. A. has many members. The i r  Power--coll ectively, is certain

ly greater than that of any individual member. Surely, you realize 

that if your car gets stuck in tho mud , and you can 1 t get it out by 

yourself , you get hHlp in the form of many hands or a largo machine. 

What ia impossible for one alone is often light work for many. So 

then, the many are a greater power than the one alone. You don ' t  

have to be religious to accept the idea of a power greater than 

yourself. Just take a look around with nn open mind and you will 

see a positive power all around N.A. Call it love, call it harmony , 

call i� peace, call it cleanness and soberness, call it good or call 

it God. It doesn ' t  matter now what you call it. What matters is 

that 'you. want to get well and happy and by looking and listening as 

openly as you can, you find that N.A. seems to have the Power to get 

people well and happy. 

You may be one of us who says, 11 1 need help with my drug prob

lem and I can see that N.A. has that alright; but that Second Step 

says this power greater than ourselves will "restore us to sanity" 

and I ' m  not crazy. I just can ' t  handle ·druga. 11 

Many of us ·started out with that attitude. Let' s  look at our 

l iv�s for just a minute . We have an incurable, progressive, term

inal disease called drug addiction. It doesn ' t  matter whether we 

11 just, take a few pi1 1 ::i 11
, fix eight times a day, suck on a pipe or 

drlnk bottles of cou17-h remedv beh i nn rl T'1 1 1Y <> t- ,-,.,... o o  �- '\.-. - - · - - · ·  
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lem and I can aee that N. A .  has that alright; but that Second Step 

says this power greater than ourselves will ''restore us to sanity" 

and I 1 m not crazy. I just can • t handle -drug a." 

Many of us started out with that attitude. Let ' s  look at our 

lives for just a minute. We have an incurable , progreesive g term-

inal disease called drug addiction. It doesn ' t  matter whether we 

11 just take a few pi1 1 � 11
, fix eight times a day, suck on a pipe or 

dri.nk bottles of cough remedy behind drug stores or have one tran

quilizer with our first martini of each day--we have certain things 

in common no matter what kind or degree of addict we are • 
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to 

help in sp�ci}ic 

teITns usu2.lly precedes gettiri.g that help. r:-iaybe i·t helps open the 

p·-1int , ·. e cai.1. ·try out things on ru1 oxperi,nei.T:;al be.sis a:n.c1. :;;oi,,etiri1es 

g2h1 ,.nothE :c� insight or suceed in ai1. - area ·:;;here we have cor1sistc�1tly 

fz.ilr::d be6ore � TryL,.g so:!1·.' thing new ·to see i:f it  ·,1orks :i:'or us is 

rcru.ch. I :f it works , ·::e stand to g2.in imensly because it Yiill spur 

us on to other learnings and n-::,'. i a1·c2.s of  i·iw.nageabili ty� one 

o l' th_e t}-.i�s to pr2.cyice is sitting and letting aomeonE: -�ell 

us ·.-/hat rrc already know. F, our pride and vanity TTe Wcu1.t to 

interupt 2..nd tell them to 

l \'ie 8J:t;:�ady know Vihat thq,r 

go 2.head. r:.nd :t:e:i..-it get to the good part � 
. . Ji . . , . . . are {;o :;:ngg-co say/ ,;:e tniM. It 1s ;G-v:rr1: 

inte1�esti17.2:; to ,:.-ait a few ti!nes 2j"1d see i:f who:t they ·,·riti.cl" up saying 

is :ceally \7hat He tl-:.ouc;ht it \·:ould be. 0l'te�1. ':ie ·,illl be :::r-w2..rded 

by our p2..tie::nce a:-1cl hurnili ty i;:. unexpected ways . If  nothing else 

" c::.i -,·,•'·,., ·; ·,-l c•· 1;"' ·i c- c·'" n : ... � ·- \, c .. ·-- ,..1 l ,...J .._, ..: . V 
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If  you can accept the fact that a large number of drug depen-

dent peop,le were, like yourself, unable to control their own lives 

and that they have, through Narcotics Anonymous, found a way to live 

aafe and sober, you have only to believe what you see and experience 

to complete Step 2. 

N. A, hos many members . Surely, you realize 

t k i the mud. and you can ' t  get it out by that if your car gets s ·uc n � 
· 

f of many hands or a large machine. yourself, you get help in the orm 

So 

then , tha many are a greater power than the one alone. You don't 
-l! 

have to be religiou� _ to accept the idea of a power greater than 

yourself. What matters is 

that you want to get well and happy and by looking and listening as 

openly a,  you can, you find that N . A. seems to have the Power to get 

people well and happy. 

You may be one of us who says p 
11 1 need help with my drug prob

J�m and I can see that N . A. haB that alright; but that Second Step 

says this, power greater than ourselves will " restore us to sanity" 

and 1 1 m nbt crazy. I just can I t handle -drugs . "  

Many of us started out with that attitude. 
Wo have an incurable, progreasive g term-

inal disease called drug addiction. It doesn ' t  matter whether we 
11 just take a few pi l l s " ,  fix eight, times a day, suck on a pipe or 
drJnk bottles of cough remedy behind drug stores or have one tran---
quili.zer with our first martini of each day--we have certain things 
in common no matter what kind or degree of addict we are. 
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More and more that hurtful caring disappears and left is only 
emptiness. 

I did know once you see that Kathi existed only in potenti�l, 
trying to keep the hurt down and wait and wait--for what? 

And Kathi had only wants and motives of other people sub?lanted 
in my- mind instead of wants and hopes and fears of my own for 
nothing of my own could grow in such a sea of horrible , horrible 
pain and fear. Only artificial, plastic scripts could survive 
and had to stay to maintain the illusion of life until Kathi could 
start to live after the long, blank , awful space between birth and 
death--rebirth. 

Here starts sobriety. 
And now that I begin to exist as actual , more and more .buttons 

push only vague wonder as the other buttons had and do. cut what 
will fill all that emptines s ,  life abhors as a vacuum. 

I really do not know : I have no idea. Perhaps something new, 
perhaps slowly crowded out with true feelings of pain and joy. 

How did I get off the subject? 
Cracking totally to find sanity: perhaps not " sanity" as gen

erally accepte d ,  this is mine. 
Insanity is mindless confusion and swirls of ideas and endless , 

meaningless pain. 
Sanity is sudden screeching halt--stillne ss. All is quiet on 

the western front , but how loud i s  the silence, how empty the 
stillness. But nowwi th the ideas of plastic v.�ants and the hold
ing-on burnt out with pain and fear eternally proven their worth 
by their uselessness. Yo� see , they brought to where I laid and 
screamed for death--and then cried out--and then I cried--and then 
I heard someone whispering and it was me ; then soft quiet sound of 
pain - somewhere past moan and some of scream ; and then only slow 
quiet numbness when the pain has destroyed all wants , even the want 
not to hurt. Past caring, only to accept without care the pain. 
The . .  pain is  here and I cannot fight , may stay forever--I can do 
nothing. I don not care. 
No longer had any strength even to call about the pain. Too tired 
to ask even for release--too used to pain and forgetting all else 
to remember or to even hope for release .  
Just after one years Nothing left but a mindless  shell of pain, 
aware only of pain , now, before and forever--no wants or hopes or 
dreams. Emptiness  -.waiting to be filled with what I choose--who 
am I?  

I began to experience "I"  slowly. I learn only by watching what 
goes on , I can see what the hidden I chooses I learn what type of a 
person she is. 

She aint half bad. She ' s  O. K. I like her. Kind of hard to 
focus on lately , but that's where she needs to be. 

I see that my friends and our exchange of love fills my void 
so much more than the miscellaneous power,  prestige and money 
which really means so little sense to me. She must be loving, 
that ' s  strange, I never really would have guessed that. 



She respects gentleness, so she must be gentle . I knew that all 
along--made sure to keep it well hidden (still do, gets harder) .  
But, if I admire the strength of those who can admit to weakness, 
then I must be strong in this way .  Really strong, the kin� that 
lasts and grows through pain. 
C leansing by fire. 

Looking inward, I can feel I knew this hiddenly, long ago. 
I could not help it.  Some strength weakens with the heat �ore and 
more till it cracks assunder. Some tenpers with the heat , grows 
only stronger the longer/deeper in the fire. So much pain it 
scares me, so little being used, so powerful. For what strange 
fate am I being strengthened. Can I not just sit and watch again 
another time? 

This life--this month--are the same. All unward from here. 
Steel forged in darkness, hidden by silence--iempered s16wly by.  
pain and fear , sharpened by long loreliness. 

Ready soon to emerge and learn to play the game of life . 
Others may learn as they go. Why me, readied in such secret 
loneliness to emerge so strong and so sharp before sinking into 
life . What terrible fate. 
Enough of this �adness. Il is strange to have to feel so much . 
strength and yet to have -no idea what to use it for. 

cut what of insanity and death and pain and fear? 
Pain becomes freedom. 

Laying there on the bed, too tired to fight the pain anymore. 
No strength to protest with even a silent whimper. The numb 
acceptance of the totally destroyed , totally helpless because 
my every wall was battered down by pain, my every trick and every 
lie proved useless against the fear. 

Sandbags against the tidal wave. 
After two years , To be still and helpless no longer caring 

or protesting, with no strength left to protest , i f  the caring 
was there. Allowing waves and waves of pain to wash over in 
enQless sequence. 

No - strength even to wince as each wave hits, so lost in pain 
when finally all wants and fears began to fade under the assult of 
pain for what failure could even touch this pain, 

nones picked clean by impact , this is freedom. 
I know nothing can be that bad again. 
But when I looked downward to my gut, and allowed my gut to feel 
my mind and I knew that my ideas and delusions and false motives 
and wants and fears brought only to death of soul and that I could 
never trust my mind but always my gut and there had to be someone 
who brought me out--I could ' t  have.And what of pain and caring? 
When they told me my mother was going to die, I only wished she 
had not survived the the brain exploratory surgery. It  would have 
been easier on me. Strange feelings of anxiety and pain--but not 
very sorry. That was not caring. 
Caring grows.- As you watch, you watch someone you thought was weak 
fight to survive ; a recovery from surgery so quick to astound the 
doctor. 



Why repeated endlessly in my brain . I wanted early 
death and it was denied. I who want only to rest , �ust 
continue , one who wants to join the ride and enjoy , sent to 
bench so early. 

the 

Sharing the pain, 
been so weak) and die 

� told her I loved 
the truth despite me. 

watching her fight so 
slowly 1 I learned of 
her one day. I lied, 

well (who had always 
caring. 
then it turned into 

Thanks. 

Resistance isn ' t  turning it over to HP. I t ' s  fighting the pro
gression of positive energy flow. 
Resistance decreases proportionally to the increase of duration 
and intensity of the pain in your gut. Pain is the prime motivator. 
Resisting the progression appropriate to this time and place in 
this space and simension ; resisting the pull of the addiction and 
progression brought only pain ahd a lesson in the futility of 
resistance. 

I t  is often necessary for us to test this truth in the pro
gression of sobriety. I t  teaches me the futility of resisting 
sobriey and gets me to meetings. 
Is there really any madness in the universe or are there only 
similar states of painful confusion springing from various disorders 
of body and soul. 

Why such guilt over the fact that my thinking is a little more 
disorganized and unmanageable than yours? 

Actually the only difference is mine is more painful than some 
( less than others). · 

I like mine O.K. , I ' ll keep it.Do you know the grea�est dis
appointment to a true egomaniac--when you realize that (when in 
reality) your defects are normal and boring. 
They are right--you do find horrible things in your inventory. 

Th� longer I stay clean, the more I understand why I began using. 
Figuring out God's will from mine reminds me of walking through a mine
field in a deep fog. You find out quickly when you're wrong. 

· · Being restored to sanity is a problem if you , ,,e never been there. 
Unleis you consider that we always were--not knowing it caused the 
insanity. 

I have to define sanity very loosely--like when mt heads are 
screaming at me that people are plotting against me to poison me 

and I decide to deal with the paranoia in a positi'✓e manner that 
is sanity. Before , I would deal with the people who were plotting 
against me : This is insanity--also dangerous. 

I knew I was beginning to get the hang of things here in clean 
and sober land when the worst possible disaster in every single 
detail happened to me--but as soon as I got hold of another 
loosely wrapped member who knew the situation and we ended up 
laughing for over three hours about how only people like us could 
even conceive such a situation much less produce one. After so 
much · disaster, one more detail makes the whole situation ludicrous 
and unreally funny. 



At times the silences tingle with oppression. While I will 
not leave the paths of snow, I still feel the longing for my 
own kind ,  not their kind , for that is another ;natter entirely. 

At times, I do feel the lonelines s :  not in the form of an 
urgent need, but an awareness of a continuing feeling that has 
always been there. Just a hint of something missing. 

Bottomed and drained quite dry like an ancient overdrawn 

well. Brief flashes of something that feels like life are as 
quickly stomped out and killed again. No hope allowed to- live 
long enough to bear fruit in a long time. 

Drifting off again into the misty thick fog where we have 
passed through pain into the darkness  and the numbness for 
which I have no answers. I have no path out. 
T:IE CRYSTAL SHIP 

There was madness on the planet below 
For how long no one knew 

They had eyes but could not see 
Ears but could not hear 

Mouths that could not speak 
Hands that couldn • t  touch 

Hearts that �ould not feel 
And souls that could not 

Find the truth. 
And yet , the madness  was upon the land, so each beli�ved 
that he alone could see the truth. 
Born into the land, a changeling who would not pretend she 
was as they were for she could see they were blind and dumb and 
dea f ;  that the hearts were empty and the souls had never breathed ; 
for all she said and felt and heard and saw were denie d ,  and yet , 
they were. 
But she was not allowed to be, for they demanded she become as 
they. 
Existing in shells and only seeing slightly past self. 
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I lu::;·0 ,it·:·.l'J1dod colleGe in 1955 and he.s a befuddled mind. I was con
fused oy courses t!1at were histories of the so culled great men of the past 
n.!1d concornod mnny r;:ore reasons and theories a.bout the existence of man and 
•1::..so tbe:i.r ex9lanat:i.ons of the wonders of naturo. These wonders mch as the 
trees, birds, oceans, s:-�y, and space were all here in the far distant past, as 
they are today. I 1 ve taken many courses including history, geology, science,·  
geocro.:·:hy, :>sychology, cLe1,1istry, physics, and even philosophy. In all these 
classes I was tnught that a.1.1. nutural things have un explanation. Host I!l.en 
don't want to-leave anything unexplained or that it was created by a supreme 
beinc. It 1 n even ag�inst the law in our United States of .America to teach · 
our children this.  

He huve n.11 been 0iven a brnin nnd !':'Ian can explain hoy life originated · 
as they ench think nnd explain the functions of different parts of our bodien 
\./.ith the cxce�tion of one part. 'l'ru.:.t is the brain which every man has. They 
can :-;i ve us many facts th.'.:l.t · have been discovered over the years concerning 
other pnrts of ma.n ' s  make-up,_ but· not the brain. Scientists, doctors, 
--Yid other !.:en with highly developed technicc>.l skills are today studying the 
!�w,1311 bro.in, but so far without much success .  1-iost m.ven 1 t given thought 
tr.at the brein and soul work in conjunction with each other for either good 
(workin[£ together) or bad (working opposed). 

(;od r;nve r.::rn a brain to use for good or evil and I guess ve will always have 
criniinals and persons with sick minds on this earth. I"ve had a sick mind 
for over thirty yea.rs. J,:y mind ( soul) has become more sick, confused, and 
distorted by the adciition of clcohol and drugs over the y��a. 

i'..:vcn with all the research and theories ,�,p.ounded. in the past 
scholars will agree that one fact stands out • • •  "THE POTEl'-:TIAL OF TF.E l·:Il:D 
OF' ;.JJi IS t,; i-.LH!ITED11 • Logic therefore tends to say to tie now that GOD has 
gi von ;: inn a brain (soul) to use for gocd or evil and that is that it can 
IJecornc a boc0linG, forcei'ul and explosive ps.rt of us whether '\ole use it to 
serve 'l'::E i i.ASTER or turn against hini. All records of past history vividly 
tell us this." 

GCD loves us all and put man in the vorld in the beginning al.ong with 
nature and h'ns allowed him tc progress to our present higrly complex, mechan
ized, e.nd industrialized society. i':Y thinking process or functior1ing brain 
tells 1.,0 th::i.t he really loves h.is creation and has permitted this to trans
pire . 

In our r.>resent t i.me , we ar,� constantly having negative events thrown 
at us d:iy after day in our newspapers, radios and telavision sets. But even 
now with all this negativism man is stiU improving his overall position with 
the tools G�:D ho.s given him. I hope that in the future trot I rr.� serve 
him :wl1 a·.'ld l,se this brain (soul) I have for the betterment of my fellov man. 


